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Fund Jan Feb Mar April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec YTD 

2007 0.73% 0.21% 0.83% 2.06% 0.61% 0.40% -0.22% -0.79% 2.23% 1.29% -0.42% -1.50% 5.44% 

2008 2.98% -0.21% 0.32% 2.14% -0.87% -1.64% -0.33% 1.26% -2.14% 0.16% 0.83% 1.54% 4.00% 

2009 -1.64% 0.68% -0.09% 1.53% 2.27% 0.43% 3.23% 1.41% 2.44% 0.98% 0.91% -0.65% 11.98% 

2010 0.64% 0.34% 1.73% -0.02% 1.01% 1.75% -0.70% 2.09% 0.46% 1.47% 0.47% 0.37% 10.00% 

2011 -1.47% 1.06% 0.53% 1.02% 0.51% -0.37% -0.02% 3.04% -2.67% 1.57% -1.16% 0.90% 2.85% 

2012 2.73% 0.93% -1.49% 0.19% -0.13% -0.01% 0.40% 0.67% 0.84% 0.36% 0.27% 0.58% 5.40% 

2013 0.58% -0.19% 0.04% -1.01% -1.28% -0.86% -1.44% -0.99% 0.09% 1.17% -0.88% 0.35% -4.37% 

2014 -0.42% 0.49% 0.43% 0.28% -0.01% -0.07% 0.48% 0.81% -0.74% 4.01% -2.62% 1.80% 4.40% 

2015 1.90% -3.19% -0.40% 0.33% -1.56% -1.18% -2.49% 4.73% -0.34% -1.30% -2.79% -1.47% -7.74% 

2016 6.79% 2.72% 0.79% 1.76% -2.07% 1.24% 0.00% -0.92% -0.17% 0.68% 1.13% -0.88% 11.36% 

2017 -0.43% -1.06% -0.61% 0.13% -0.05% 0.65% 0.32% 0.02% -2.50% -3,06% - 0.38% -0.31% -7.11% 

2018 -0.86% 1,63% 0,60% -3.18% -1.15% -0.25% -3.36% 0.98% -0.74% 6.11% -0.16% 1.74% 1.04% 

2019 -0.46% -2.27% 0.56% -3.99% 6.17% -0.84% 0.22% 5.22% -4.68% -0.37% -2.86% 0.85% -2.99% 

2020 2.11% 2.89% 7.21% 3.09% -2,81% -044% 3.18% -1.93% -0.69% 0.82% -3.97% 0.55% 9.91% 

2021 -0.08% -2.12% -2.44%          -4.58% 

Lemanik Global Strategy Fund: pro forma Class R data - Above performances are gross of any fiscal effect and are based on the last month end 
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The strength of the markets could vanish along with the 

virus. The greatest catastrophe suffered by mankind 

since World War II has crippled the economy with the 

worst conditions in modern times, and at the very same 

time it has created a bull market. Financial asset prices 

have continued to soar on fiscal and monetary 

interventions that, to a large extent, were aimed at 

preventing the default of companies and consumers 

who were over-indebted even before the crisis. But if 

these policies prove unsustainable, what will happen to 

the markets? The promise of eternal expansive monetary 

policies and continuous bailouts has reinforced the belief 

that the real economy and corporate profits are a 

secondary factor in the new financial paradigm. 
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But while central banks around the world are still actively 

engaged in Quantitative Easing (QE) interventions on an 

unprecedented scale, bond yields have nevertheless 

started to rise. The rise in yields is a rather "irritating" 

phenomenon for those who were convinced that it 

could never happen, and for those who had 

guaranteed the markets low rates forever. The 

phenomenon casts doubt on the omnipotence of 

central bankers and “must” be stopped immediately to 

prevent the markets from deciding the value and yield 

of financial assets. The BOJ and ECB immediately 

capitulated and gave in to market pressures by deciding 

on further targeted interventions on the 10-year yield 

curve to prevent supply and demand from meeting 

freely. Heaven forbid that doubt about the resilience of 

the current policies could spread and take over! If that 

were the case, markets would resume free-floating price 

setting and valuations of all asset classes that could lead 

to unpleasant consequences. 

The priority is that, at least for now, everyone continues 

to pay stratospheric prices for whatever they buy in the 

financial markets and that "stock market gaming" 

remains the national sport in many countries. The policy 

of supporting the financial sector at any cost has put the 

central banks in a bind and they are now particularly 

vulnerable to "blackmail" (“ if you don't do what I ask 

you to do, I will make prices collapse.”). 

The pressures on yields in recent weeks show that market 

shocks cannot be managed as neatly as one would 

have us believe, except to reluctantly give in to the 

demands of financial speculators. The perverted nature 

of these multi-year monetary policies has created a 

financial market hostile to economic growth. Financial 

markets now prefer an environment of economic 

weakness so that they can continue to benefit from 

monetary interventions, and see a return to strong 

growth as a threat to continue zero interest rate policies. 

In these painful months for companies and families, 

finance has strengthened its dominance over the real 

economy, to such an extent that it now seems to have 

become increasingly important to not displease those 

who provide liquidity for this insane and increasingly 

precarious system. 

U.S. President Joe Biden's plan to double the minimum 

wage in the United States to relieve the large number of 

American citizens who can only make ends meet by 

borrowing has been rejected. Increasing real incomes 

permanently is too “dangerous” because it would raise 

expected inflation and therefore interest rates, which 

must remain at current levels to support speculation on 

Wall Street. It is therefore preferable to implement 

colossal policies of "one-off" measures to support 

incomes, as in the latest stimulus package, so as not to 

modify long-term inflation expectations, and to ensure 

that debt and not income gains that remains the real 

driver of growth. 

The problem is that as soon as these "one-off" policies 

taper off, the cycle immediately loses steam and any 

future growth will be unsustainable. But who will have the 

courage to say that the expected post-Covid economic 

recovery will be short-term, and ask the difficult questions 

about how people will be able to increase their 

borrowing, and by how much, in order to support the 

new economic boom? Private debt has indeed risen 

sharply during this recession, thanks to government 

guaranteed loans, allowing those who were no longer 

solvent to remain so. But this debt has served solely as a 

safety net to survive the crisis and will not be transformed 

into new investments or consumption ...supporting these 

two growth drivers will take a lot more effort. 
 

 
The dynamics of the economic cycle will mainly depend 

on continued government spending, because the 

private sector will be tied up for a long time in efforts to 

deleverage or contain the debt it accumulated in this 

crisis. Prospects for a new Roaring Twenties-style boom, 

so dear to the Wall Street investment banks, clash with 

the stark reality of the post-Covid economy and with 

historic comparisons. 

After the crisis following the WWI years of 1915-1918, the 

U.S. economy had a national debt of 10% of GDP, 
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compared to 110% today. This allowed for durable 

income-supportive fiscal policies through across-the- 

board tax cuts (from 58% to 24%). Does anyone believe 

that today income taxes will fall? In the 1920s, most 

Americans still lived in rural areas, and urbanization, as 

we’ve seen in China, supported economic growth. The 

demographic situation was also completely different. 

More than half the population was less than 30 years old, 

while today the demographic dynamics are a brake to 

growth. Wall Street P/E ratios in the early 1920's were 6, 

today they are near all-time highs. Private debt was non- 

existent, while today it is at an all-time peak. With no 

government debt and no private debt, it was fairly easy 

to jumpstart the economy during the post-war crisis. The 

combination of unrepeatable factors (low debt, 

urbanization, favorable demographics, expansionary 

income policies and low stock market multiples) created 

the famous boom of the 1920s. 

It will now be interesting to see if the scenario "sold" to 

investors by the Wall Street banks will be feasible, or if it 

will turn out to be a total hoax perpetrated to keep risk 

appetite high and keep an American economic system 

perpetually struggling with default on life support. 

In order to continue to feeding high expectations, 

people are predicting an economic boom. This 

“marketing campaign" about rosy prospects for the U.S. 

economy has begun to be taken so seriously that bond 

yields have begun to climb. The Fed is beginning to show 

irritation at this creation of excessive expectations and is 

trying to dampen enthusiasm in every way it can. 

Unfortunately, the markets don’t seem to believe the 

reassuring statements that, incidentally, say that the 

strong growth expected will not be sustainable. So 

despite the QEs being carried out everywhere, markets 

have pushed up yields, proving that central banks are 

less in control as people make them out to be. 

At this point, the Fed has come under intense pressure to 

initiate new targeted interventions on 10-year yields and, 

in effect, to introduce curve control along with the BOJ 

and ECB. The implications of such a Fed intervention 

(which equity markets are clamoring for) would be 

devastating in all respects. The stock markets would 

certainly have risen further, feeding the speculative 

bubble in progress. The Dollar would have fallen heavily 

against all currencies, since it would have been obvious 

that the world’s reserve currency would have pursued 

negative real rates in a context of rising inflation. The 

Treasuries market would have been overwhelmed by 

sales from holders of foreign currency reserves in Dollars 

(Asian, China and Japan), caught in the grip of a falling 

Dollar and slumping Treasuries prices, and the Fed would 

still have had to intervene on the market to absorb these 

asset sales (45% of American public debt is held by 

foreign investors). 

World currency balances would have suffered from 

turbulence along the lines of what we saw in 1971, since 

the United States would clearly have been pursuing a 

Dollar devaluation. The repercussions on the capital flows 

towards the U.S. would have been devastating and, in 

order to stem the capital outflow, the Fed would have 

been forced to undertake an increasingly aggressive QE 

policy, with further negative repercussions for the Dollar. 

By not yielding to the speculative pressures exerted by 

the stock market, the Fed decided to sacrifice the stock 

market to try to save the Dollar. At this point it is clear that 

yields on the 10-year benchmark will rise further, and the 

U.S. stock market will be subjected to a pullback. 

The Fed's decision is aimed at achieving the following 

strategic objectives: 1) protect the Dollar as a reserve 

currency to safeguard international capital flows that 

support U.S. debt, and 2) deflate the speculative bubble 

on equity. The recent decision not to extend the 

Supplementary Leverage Ratio (SLR), the measure that 

allowed U.S. banks to temporarily exclude their holdings 

of government securities when calculating their balance 

sheet ratios, confirms this scenario. The Fed’s decision 

means banks are faced by the possibility they will 

eventually have to carry out a potential deleverage of 

the balance sheet through a reduction in the credit book 

or securities held for investment. 

The Fed’s problems differ from the BOJ and ECB. It has 

been forced, despite itself, to resist the market’s 

“blackmail” attempts. While for Japan and Europe, 

government bonds are predominantly held by domestic 

players, the U.S. Treasury market’s bonds are largely held 

by the rest of the world. Thus, the Fed was fully aware that 

any sort of official attempt to defend a cap on 10-year 

yields would not work without an agreement with the 

central banks of Asia, holders of "tons" of U.S. government 

bonds. But such an attempt to rein in yields could not 

have saved the Dollar anyway. 

At this point it is very likely that the U.S. Treasury 10-year 

yield will resume its upward climb, also buoyed by a 

temporary rise in inflation, due to an increase in industrial 

production costs worldwide caused by the pandemic. 

However, the U.S. central bank is in a position to manage 

any intervention as it sees fit. In fact, if we look at the 

reports of the New York Fed, in the section "markets & 

policy implementation," we see that the Fed has 

increased purchases on 10/15-year maturities since the 

beginning of March to try to stem the rise in yields. But this 

has not helped much. Realizing that official 

announcements would not have stopped the market 

turbulence, the Fed chose to intervene in an unofficial 

way. The Fed’s only objective was to slow the yield 

trajectory as much as possible, given that preventing the 

rise with the announcement of an official intervention 

would have caused greater damage to the Dollar, to the 

Treasuries market and, in case of failure, to its own 

reputation. 

If it is true that the world economy is exiting the crisis, 

thanks to the vaccination plans and the end of 

lockdowns (eventually) in Europe and the U.S., 

defending financial markets is no longer a priority. It is 

therefore very likely that the Fed will try to temper the rise 

in 10-year yields, but has chosen not to prevent this 

upward trend for the reasons mentioned above. A 

further fall in bond prices, a correction of stock prices and 
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a temporarily strengthening Dollar are therefore 

expected. Furthermore, the Fed’s commitment to keep 

short-term rates (the only ones it can really control) 

steady until 2024 is – in any case -- aimed at producing 

inflation. For this reason, despite this evident pressure on 

10-year yields, the Dollar is not so strong and Gold is not 

so weak. In fact, recent events have not caused 

significant movements in these asset classes. However, 

big investors are preparing for a scenario of strong but 

unsustainable growth for more than two quarters and, in 

the very likely case of a drop in GDP already in the 

autumn, they know very well that the Fed will have to 

start printing money again and new fiscal interventions 

will probably be necessary. The Dollar’s fate is therefore 

more conditioned by future scenarios than by the current 

ones. And its plummet, for now, is merely postponed. 

At this point, having limited the damage on our equity 

short positions in a context of rising markets, we are 

preparing for the new scenario. Our Dollar positions are 

at the moment neutral and we wait for eventual 

reinforcements to reopen our shorts. Gold, despite 

having undergone a long correction period starting six 

months ago, remains a long position waiting for an 

inflationary scenario to become more concrete. In fact, 

recent pressure on producer prices will be spilled over to 

consumer prices. Overall inflation is still subdued because 

the entire service sector is still under lockdown, but as 

soon as this part of the economy reopens, inflation 

acceleration will become much more noticeable. 

 

 
 

The scenario for the financial markets therefore promises 

to be rather complex and decidedly less favorable than 

is generally believed. The disorder created by interest 

rates, expected inflation and the dynamics of economic 

recovery that will not be as linear as one might believe 

will create volatility in a market that for years has been 

positioned for low volatility. 

The attempt to promise strong growth, expansive 

monetary policies and keep inflation under control risks 

becoming a failure because it is impossible to have all 

these things simultaneously. The recovery from the 

pandemic crisis will be a long and difficult one. And it will 

lead to the inevitable restructuring of global debt and a 

very likely revision of the financial structures inherited 

from Bretton Wood. 

 

 

 

 
Lugano, April 9th 2021 

Maurizio Novelli 

Portfolio Manager Lemanik Global Strategy Fund 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
DISCLAIMER 

 

This document was produced by Lemanik Invest SA. The opinions expressed are those of Lemanik Invest SA as of 

the date of writing and are subject to change. It has been prepared solely for information purposes and the 

use for professional and qualified investors. It does not constitute an offer or an invitation by or on behalf of 

Lemanik Invest SA to any person to buy or sell any security. Any reference to past performance is not necessarily 

a guide to the future. The information and analysis contained in this publication have been compiled or arrived 

from sources believed to be reliable but Lemanik Invest SA does not make any representation as to their 

accuracy or completeness and does not accept liability for any loss arising from the use hereof. Past 

performance is not a guarantee for current or future performance and returns. 
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